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When disasters strike, we are all grateful to
the rescue services whose job it is to swoop in
and save the day. It’s easy to forget that these
organisations are made up of individual people,
who may be trained experts, but nonetheless
risk their own lives each time they go to work.
Perhaps even more astonishing are the ordinary
men, women and children who find themselves
caught up in other people’s dramas and, instead
of running away, do everything they can to help.
Whether dragging a friend from a blazing car,
leading a search far below the earth’s surface or
rescuing astronauts from a space mission that
went badly wrong, the extraordinary stories
in this book reveal the ingenuity, courage and
determination of the human spirit. All of the
stories are true, the people involved come from
all over the world and their exploits are amazing,
eye-opening and truly inspiring.

John McCants and
Bill Lowrey
A daring mid-air rescue
(USA, 1941)
One morning in May 1941, Walter Osipoff was getting ready to jump out of
an aeroplane. It was flying more than a thousand metres above the ground,
but as an experienced parachutist in the US Marines he’d made many such
jumps before. There was nothing about this one that made him think it
would be any different.
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This particular jump involved a dozen soldiers and some large canisters

in the incident, catching his arm and shoulder on a jagged piece of metal as

full of rifles and other military equipment. The heavy canisters were fitted

he was pulled out of the aircraft. Four of the taut parachute lines were now

with their own parachutes, and one of them had

biting into his face and body, and he was in real danger of smashing into the

He’d done this before

already been pushed out through the hatch of the

fuselage.

too,

Douglas DC-2. Walter steadied himself to eject the

but

this

time

something went badly
wrong

second one and was planning to jump after it.
He’d done this before too, but this time

He didn’t know it but the DC-2 was also running out of fuel. Harold
could see this from his instruments, but he couldn’t land until Walter had
been pulled back inside, or been somehow untangled from the lines.

something went badly wrong. The rip cord that

Watching from the ground was another pilot, Lieutenant Bill Lowrey.

was meant to open his parachute after he jumped had somehow become

He yelled at his colleagues to put some fuel into a Curtiss Seagull biplane and

tangled up with another rip cord attached to the canister. This caused the

grabbed a sharp knife from a nearby marine. Without waiting for permission,

two parachutes to open too soon, while they were still inside the aircraft.

he and fellow pilot John McCants took to the sky. Before long they had their

Both started billowing like sails on a yacht, and Walter and the canister were

biplane in position beneath Walter’s wildly swinging body, but they couldn’t

immediately sucked out of the aircraft by the wind rushing past the hatch. A

get close enough to catch him. If they flew too close the little Seagull got

second or two later he found himself dangling beneath the tail of the plane,

buffeted around by the other, much larger plane.

where he quickly became tangled up in a huge knot of cord, cables and
parachute fabric.

With barely ten minutes’ fuel left in the DC-2, Harold climbed to a
higher altitude in the hope that this would reduce the air turbulence. This

The first that pilot Harold Johnson knew of this was when the pull

seemed to work and the Seagull followed him up there.

of the two parachutes caused the nose of the DC-2 to tilt dangerously

Bill fought to keep the biplane steady. He knew he had

upwards. Wrestling with the controls, he managed to get the aircraft back

to keep the Seagull’s spinning propeller away from the injured

Bill fought

into position, and shortly afterwards realised what had gone wrong. The

parachutist and ensure that its blades didn’t tangle with the

to keep the

aircraft’s crew were trying desperately to haul Walter back inside, but this

two parachutes. If this happened one or both aircraft would

biplane steady

proved impossible. All Harold could do now was fly around in circles while

almost certainly crash. The Seagull and DC-2 were travelling

someone back at base came up with a plan.

at more than a hundred miles an hour, hundreds of metres up

Down on the ground several other soldiers and airmen could see

in the air.

something dangling from the plane, although it took them a while to realise

Now, in a truly death-defying manoeuvre, John managed to stand up

it was a man and not a piece of equipment. Walter had been badly injured

and reach out to Walter. It took at least five attempts, but eventually John
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was able to grab hold of him. Pulling the soldier’s head down into his section

biplane’s tail, which acts as a rudder. This meant the Seagull couldn’t steer

of the cockpit, he struggled to get Walter’s body down on to the top of the

properly, but nobody could do anything to help. John was clinging to Walter

fuselage.

to prevent him falling to his death, and Bill obviously couldn’t leave the

Walter could fall off at any moment, and he was still attached to the

plane’s controls.

other aircraft by the cords of the parachutes. Everyone knew that the two

The men could only hope that luck was on their side – and, finally, this

aircraft wouldn’t be able to hold this close position for very long. While Bill

time, it was. With incredible skill the Seagull’s pilot managed to bring his

concentrated on flying as close as he dared to the DC-2, John grabbed the

plane down in one piece. After thirty-three minutes of being dragged behind

marine’s knife. Using one hand to stop Walter falling off the Seagull, he used

the DC-2, where he was bounced around like a ping-pong ball in a storm,

the other to saw away at the tough nylon lines which effectively tied all

Walter Osipoff looked like he was safe.

three of them to the DC-2.

He was unconscious by the time he was taken to hospital, but happily

It seemed to take forever, but they were all now at a point of no return.

he survived and his injuries healed. Six months later

If John couldn’t cut Walter free, or if the plane ran out of fuel, they would all

he was back in the air, wearing another parachute and

Six months

perish together.

getting ready for another jump. Almost as remarkable,

later he was

John and Bill had gone back to work that same

back in the air

As vital seconds ticked away, disaster struck again: the Seagull’s
propeller hit the end of the DC-2. A foot-long section of its tail fell away, but

afternoon as if nothing had happened.

to Bill’s surprise and relief, both aircraft were still in the air. At the same time

Three weeks later the pair were awarded the Distinguished Flying

the propeller also sliced through the tangle of lines and cables which John

Cross for their extraordinary courage and skill in performing what is still

had been frantically attacking with the knife. This

regarded as one of the most dangerous and amazing rescues in American

As vital seconds ticked

meant the DC-2 could at last fly off and land before

aviation history.

away, disaster struck

its fuel tanks ran dry.

again

Five of the men were now safe, but the same
couldn’t be said for the three in the little Seagull. Bill
and John didn’t know yet whether Walter’s injuries were even survivable,
but they all found themselves facing another deadly hazard.
Almost as soon as it was cut free by the propeller, one of the parachutes
had become caught up again. This time it was jammed into the part of the
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